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1. Introduction 
 
1.1 In early April 2008, the Council received notification from British 
Telecommunications Ltd (BT) that they were proposing to remove some 64 
public pay phones from across the district. BT is obligated to inform local 
planning authorities of proposed pay phone removals under the terms of their 
Universal Service Obligation.  
 
1.2 The rationale behind this exercise is that with the steady growth of 
domestic landline phone services coupled to the rapid and widespread 
expansion of mobile phone use, public pay phones are experiencing ever 
diminishing use. In short, many pay phones, particularly in predominantly rural 
areas such as Breckland are loss making for BT. 
 
1.3 At its meeting on 29 May the Overview & Scrutiny Commission considered 
a report listing all 65 (now including an additional site at Eastfields in 
Narborough) potential removals in the District. BT representatives were in 
attendance to answer initial questions and set out BT’s programme and 
context. 
 
1.4 In addition to these 65 kiosks which BT are required to consult prior to any 
removal, there are an additional number of public phone boxes which the 
company are planning to remove which fall under the “400 metre” criteria. This 
is where a site is less than 400 metres from the next public pay phone, and 
BT can remove such facility unilaterally. 
 
1.5 The Overview & Scrutiny Commission agreed to form a working group to 
examine the proposals in greater detail and to be charged with submitting a 
report detailing the Council’s position to BT by the close of the formal 
consultation period on 2 July 2008. 
 
2. Working Group Terms of Reference   
 
The terms of reference for the working group was to: 
 
Collate all relevant information relating to the 65 proposed pay phone 
removals as well as the views of Town/Parish Councils affected and examine 
options on a site by site basis to produce a report with 
recommendations/decisions to BT by the close of the public consultation 
period on 2 July 2008. 
 
3. Composition of the Working Group 
 
The working group comprised:  
 
Councillor Mark Kiddle-Morris 
Councillor Shirley Matthews  
Councillor Diana Irving 
 
supported by Mark Broughton, Scrutiny Officer. 
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4. Historical Context – the 2004 Review 
 
4.1 Prior to July 2004 there were a total of 1325 public pay phones located in 
Norfolk. BT carried out a rationalisation process in the summer of 2004 which 
proposed that this number be reduced by 147 overall (11%) including some 
33 out of a total 207 boxes located in Breckland, a reduction of 15%. 
 
4.2 The Council’s Scrutiny Committee gave consideration to the proposed 
cuts at its meeting on 23 September 2004 when BT representatives were 
present. Ultimately BT agreed to retain eight of the threatened 33 sites, 
leaving 182 public pay phones in the Breckland District. 
 
5. BT’s “Proposal to Re-align Pay Phone Provision to meet Customer 
Demand” 
 
5.1 BT gave required notification to Breckland in a letter dated 2 April, that it 
was proposing to remove some 64 pay phones from across the District. That 
number was shortly changed to include the site at Eastfields in Narborough, 
bringing the revised figure to 65 being subject to public consultation. 
 
5.2 BT has stated that “Striking a balance between the growing commercial 
pressures and providing an effective payphone service is vital, and BT has 
managed to keep its payphone business viable by careful management of 
costs. However, this challenge is becoming ever more demanding, so BT 
constantly needs to review payphone usage and on occasions looks to realign 
the public payphone provision more closely to the reducing demand that still 
exists”. 
 
5.3 Breckland Council is the designated “local organisation” under the Ofcom 
guidelines, empowered to exercise a “local veto” in appropriate cases, 
following a consultation exercise it must facilitate with town and parish 
councils, as stakeholders affected by these proposals. The official BT 
consultation period will close on 2 July 2008 and all representations by the 
local organisation must be received by this date.  
 
6. Public Pay Phones in Norfolk in 2008 
 
6.1 Along with Breckland, other districts in Norfolk are also set for reductions 
in the number of public pay phones. Proposed reductions countywide are: 
 
Breckland     65 
Broadland    43 
King’s Lynn & West Norfolk 8 
North Norfolk    12 
South Norfolk   47 
Yarmouth    19 
Total     194 
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6.2 BT have refused to reveal how many existing public pay phones are 
situated in districts other than Breckland, but based on the publically available 
information published in 2004, the above figures represent approximate 
percentage reductions: Breckland 35%, Broadland 31%, King’s Lynn & West 
Norfolk 3%, North Norfolk 5%, South Norfolk 23% and Yarmouth 12%. 
 
6.3 However, in addition to the above, there are additional kiosks which BT is 
seeking to remove which are not subject to formal public consultation. Under 
this rule, where BT are able to remove any public payphone situated within a 
distance of 400 metres of another such facility, an additional 24 pay phones 
will be removed from across the county. Five of these are located in 
Breckland, meaning that that a total of some 70 boxes are set for removal 
from the District, equating to 38% in total. 
 
7. Consultation and First Decision 
 
7.1 Under the rules applied by the regulator, Ofcom, Breckland Council is 
considered to be the designated “local organisation” for consultation 
purposes. There is thus a requirement on the Council to undertake its own 
consultation exercise by notifying the relevant town and parish councils 
affected by the proposals and seeking their views accordingly. 
 
7.2 A letter was sent to the Clerks of all the Town/Parish Councils affected on 
1 May 2008 (Appendix 1) to commence the local consultation procedure and 
by the time of the Overview & Scrutiny Commission meeting on 29 May some 
dozen or so responses had been received. Since then a total of 33 third tier 
councils have responded covering 44 pay phones. The remaining 15 
Town/Parish councils did not respond. Appendix 2 details the responses 
received. 
 
7.3 Breckland, as the local organisation are expected to issue an initial “first 
decision” as to which pay phones should be retained, based on the response 
from consultees. The working group agreed to set the initial criteria for 
objections to removal constituting the first decision where at least 300 calls 
had been made at a pay phone in the last year (as based on the information 
supplied by BT), and/or where the relevant town or parish council had formally 
objected to the proposed removal. 
 
7.4 The first decision was submitted to BT and the Secretary of State – as laid 
down by Ofcom – on 9 June 2008. This covered some 26 pay phones. 
 
8. Issues Identified by the Working Group 
 
8.1 The Working Group met on 20 June 2008 and identified a number of 
pertinent issues bound up in the BT proposals. 
 
8.2 Pay Phone Usage. BT provided figures on usage for the pay phones at 
risk which show that in many cases the phones are used very sparingly. Of 
the 65 pay phones BT wish to remove under the consultation process, some 
36 recorded single digit number of calls in the last 12 months period. 
Appendix 3 details the levels of usage as provided by BT. Low usage equates 
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to costs exceeding income for BT in maintaining these facilities. There is no 
doubt that domestic landline and mobile phone provision and use are at very 
high levels.  
 
8.3 Vandalism and anti social behaviour. It is a sign of the times that public 
phone boxes are seen as targets for vandalism and other anti social 
behaviour, such as graffiti. Again, BT expends money in putting right the 
effects of these activities.   
 
8.4 Theft. The theft of cash from phones is another longstanding problem, 
particularly where a kiosk is situated in an isolated rural area. In order to 
counter this, BT has undertaken a programme of so-called “cashless 
conversions” in recent years, in which the cash boxes were removed. Rather 
than using coins, users have the choice of using debit or credit cards or the 
Reverse call option. However, anecdotal evidence suggests that many elderly 
or infirm people – and conversely young people - don’t possess such cards or 
feel particularly comfortable or confident in using the Reverse call procedure. 
Young people (e.g. primary school aged children) and the elderly are more 
likely than other age groups to not carry a mobile phone. The Working 
Group’s view was that whilst on the face of it the replacement of coin operated 
facilities with cashless may be an erstwhile attempt by the phone company to 
obviate theft, it can also be seen as a convenient way of running down usage 
of a pay phone and consequently making it easier to justify removal of the 
service in its entirety subsequently.  
 
8.5 Mobile Phone signal strength. Although the use of mobile phones has 
risen exponentially in the last 10 years with saturation throughout the market 
and costs continually falling, in rural areas like Breckland the adequacy of the 
signal for reception continues to be an issue. Research indicates that for the 
vast majority of postcode areas corresponding to where specific boxes are 
under threat, the signal strength and coverage is rated as “standard”. This 
applies to the Orange, Vodafone and O2 networks. The exceptions are as 
follows: 
 

Address Postcode Network Coverage 
Cook Rd, Holme Hale IP25 7DJ Orange Variable/Standard
West Tofts Rd, Mundford IP26 5EJ Orange/Voda Variable/Standard
Swaffham Rd, Mundford IP26 5EH Orange/Voda Variable/Standard
Swathing, Cranworth IP25 7SJ O2/Vodafone Variable 
Woodrising NR9 4AH O2 Variable/Standard
High Com’n, Hardingham NR9 4AE Orange/Voda Variable/Standard
Watton Rd, Lt Cress’ham IP25 6ND Vodafone Variable 
ditto  Orange Variable/Standard
The Street, Sparham NR9 5AQ O2 Variable/Standard
 
Source: Orange, Vodafone and O2 websites, 11 June 2008 
 
The above table shows that in the vicinity of the above phone boxes, based 
on postcode, mobile phone reception is rated (by the phone company) as 
variable or variable/standard in nature.   
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As a general indication of the extent of mobile phone coverage across the 
district, the Vodafone network map below reproduced below. 
 

 
 
Key: Red areas are “3g”, Dark Blue are standard and Light Blue are variable 
 
8.6 BT Consultation Process. In their letter dated 2 April 2008 BT indicated 
that “BT will place consultation notices in the relevant kiosks over the next 
three weeks to ensure that the local community are fully informed”. However 
spot checks have indicated that some notices were dated well after this 
timeframe (e.g. Beeston, Sporle and West Lexham 13 May, Hilborough 3 
May, North Pickenham 14 May). In addition there was no evidence that a 
removal notice had even been placed in the box at Great Dunham. A recent 
spot check had revealed that the telephone equipment had already been 
removed from the box in Church Road, Wellingham, thus rendering the public 
consultation exercise worthless in this case.   
 
9. General Observations & Formulation of Recommendations      
 
9.1 Having considered the issues outlined in section 8 above, the Working 
Group went on to consider each of the 65 pay phones at risk on a site by site 
basis. Appendix 4 details these sites. It was agreed that those facilities which 
had not been included as objections to removal within the first decision were 
not to be given any further consideration. 
 
9.2 The Working Group was mindful of responses given by BT representatives 
who attended the meeting of the Overview &Scrutiny Commission on 29 May 
2008, that due to licence and health and safety reasons, BT were prohibited 
from entering into any arrangements with third tier bodies to retain public 
phone boxes even if the working machinery was removed. Once a decision 
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had been made to remove a pay phone, the whole construction would be 
taken away and the site then made good. 
 
9.3 BT were requested to provide the typical or average cost of 
decommissioning a public phone box but declined to answer on the grounds 
of commercial sensitivity. They stated that none of the threatened 65 kiosks 
had an income that exceeded cost.  
 
9.4 Members noted that there were several known cases where a public pay 
phone had been out of service for a considerable length of time, in some 
cases for many months. Examples were Little Fransham, Sparham, 
Woodrising, Hockering and Narborough. Inevitably, being out of action for a 
length of time would adversely affect usage – and thereby income – figures.       
 
9.5 The Working Group also recognised that a large proportion of the 
proposed removals were of the historic K6 (red) design, and acknowledged 
that these boxes were a quintessential feature of the British environment. 
Several consultees had asked to see the structure retained in situ even if the 
equipment were to be removed but BT had explained that this was not 
currently possible (see 9.2). However in the case of Beeston, it was noted that 
the kiosk was sited on privately owned land and the landowner would deny 
access to BT officials. 
 
9.6 In tandem with the Ofcom issued guidance on procedures for the removal 
of public call boxes, the Working Group considered relevant factors in 
assisting the formation of a judgement over where objection to removal was to 
be made. These factors were 
 

• Existence of social housing in the vicinity 
• Usage of call boxes 
• Mobile phone coverage 
• Location of next nearest public call box 
• Objections received from third tier councils and other stakeholders 

 
9.7 BT were also approached to provide figures relating to emergency use of 
the pay phones at risk but this was denied, stating that “ This information is 
not readily available and would involve authority and also agreement to 
release such information. These requests as an example are usually from the 
Police with formal authority for investigative purposes”. Thus the Working 
Group were unable to properly assess this factor. 
 
9.8 In relation to the selling of red (K6 type) phone boxes to private 
purchasers, BT stated that they do not “currently sell kiosks”.    
 
9.8 Taking into account the above factors and the information made available 
to it, the Working Group arrived at a set of recommendations which 
constitutes the Council’s “final decision” This has been communicated to both 
British Telecommunications Plc and the Secretary of State, in line with the 
regulations issued by Ofcom. 
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10. Recommendations & Final Decisions 
 
10. 1 The Working Group recommends that 19 pay phones are retained and 
for the reasons stated. These recommendations also equate to decisions of 
the local organisation (under the Ofcom regulations) and represents 
Breckland Council’s final decision notification under the process: 
 
Billingford – Festival Road (01362 668335) 
 

• Parish Council objection 
• Last public pay phone in the village 
• Social housing and elderly population located nearby 

 
 
Caston - The Green (01953 483210)  
 

• Parish Council objection 
• Social housing located in the vicinity 
• Significant level of usage for a cashless facility 

 
Cranworth – Swathing (01362 820311) 
 

• Parish Council objection 
• Mobile phone coverage is variable across two networks 

 
Little Cressingham – Watton Road (01953 881611) 
 

• Parish council objection 
• Only public pay phone in the village 
• Significant usage for small catchment area 
• Mobile phone coverage is variable/standard – two networks 

 
Dereham – Moorgate Road (01362 694062) 
 

• Town Council objection 
• High usage for small catchment area 
• Social housing and new build residential close by 

 
Dereham – Shipdham Road (01362 694818) 
 

• Town Council objection 
• High usage 
• Located on busy road near to shops and schools 

 
Little Fransham – Main Road (01362  687281) 
 

• Parish Council objection 
• Last public pay phone in the village 
• Located on A47 trunk road 
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Hardingham – High Common (01953 850682) 
 

• Parish Council objection 
• Mobile phone coverage is variable/standard across two 

networks 
 
Holme Hale – Cook Road (01760 440609) 
 

• Parish Council objection 
• High usage for small catchment area (and cashless use) 
• Retirement accommodation close by 
• Mobile phone coverage is variable/standard (Orange 

network) 
 
Hockering – The Street (01362 880311) 
 

• Parish Council objection 
• Last public pay phone in the village 

 
Mundford – Swaffham Road (01842 878216) 
 

• Significant usage 
• Military/MoD objection 
• Mobile phone coverage is variable/standard quality across 

two networks 
 
Mundford – West Tofts Road (01842 878215) 
 

• Significant usage 
• Military/MoD objection 
• Mobile phone coverage is variable/standard quality across  

two networks 
 
Narborough – Eastfields (01760 337599) 
 

• Parish Council objection 
• Income curtailed by damage and a slow response to re-

instate by BT 
 
Sparham – The Street (01362 688246) 
 

• Parish Council objection 
• Last public pay phone in the village 
• Mobile phone coverage is variable/standard over one 

network 
 
Thetford – Anne Bartholomew Road (01842 752565) 
 

• Town Council objection 
• Extremely high usage 
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Thetford – Glebe Close (01842 753076) 
 

• Town Council objection 
• Significantly high usage 

 
Watton – Norwich Road (01953 884372) 
 

• Significantly high usage for a cashless service 
• Existing social housing in the vicinity 
• New build residential adjacent 
• Significant passing traffic on B1108 road 

 
Weeting – Hockwold Road (01842 810431) 
 

• Significantly high usage as a coin operated facility  
 
Woodrising (01953 850685) 
 

• Parish Council objection 
• Evidence of lack of care by BT to maintain telephone service 

impacting on low use figures 
• Mobile phone coverage is variable/standard across one 

network 
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         Appendix 2 

 
BT Proposed Pay Phone Rationalisation – Town/Parish Responses 

 
 
 

Town/Parish Pay Phone Location Object/Agree 
to Removal 

Billingford Festival Road Object 
Caston The Green Object 
Hockering The Street Object 
Holme Hale Browns Lane Agree 
Holme Hale Cook Road Object 
Sporle South Acre Road Agree 
Swanton Morley Primrose Square Agree 
Swanton Morley Greengate Agree 
Wellingham Wellingham Object 
Mattishall Welgate Object 
Horningtoft Fakenham Road Agree 
Dereham Shipdham Road Object 
Dereham Moorgate Road Object 
Wretham Watton Road Agree 
Hilborough Westgate Street Object 
Oxborough Oxborough Object 
Cranworth Woodrising Object 
Cranworth Swathing Object 
Hardingham High Common Object 
Lt Cressingham Watton Road Object 
Ashill Goose Green Agree 
Thetford Glebe Close Object 
Thetford Anne Bart’mew Rd Object 
Scoulton Norwich Road Agree 
Sparham The Street Object 
Narborough Eastfields Object 
Stow Bedon Mere Road Object 
Stow Bedon Lower Stow Bedon Object 
Watton Norwich Road Agree 
Mundford West Tofts Road Agree 
Mundford Swaffham Road Agree 
Gt Dunham South Street Agree 
Fransham Main Road Object 
Beeston Chapel Lane Agree 
Litcham Weasenham Road Agree 
Necton Chapel Road Object 
East Tuddenham Common Road Object 
Yaxham Dereham Road Agree 
Whinburgh Dereham Road Agree 
Rocklands Wayland Avenue Agree 
Rocklands Mount Pleasant Agree 
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BT Proposed Pay Phone Removals 

 
 

Breckland District 2008 
 
Billingford – Festival Road 
 
Location  Junction with Festival Road and B1145 road. 
Population  230 
Calls Made  32 
Type   Cashless 
Parish Council Object to removal 
Local factors High average age of residents living in Festival Road, 

many presumably without landline or mobile. Dwellings in 
Festival Road were originally council housing, totalling 
approximately 20 houses. This is the last pay phone in 
the village, with the next nearest located in Bawdeswell or 
North Elmham. The B1145 is a well used route, linking 
market towns in Mid Norfolk e.g. North Walsham, 
Aylsham, and Reepham to King’s Lynn and is an 
alternative east-west route to the A47.   

 
 
Caston – The Green 
 
Location Centrally located, near the post office 
Population 450 
Calls Made 180 
Type Cashless 
Parish Council Object to removal 
Local Factors This is one of two pay phones in the village, centrally 

located near to the village church and pub. There is social 
housing located close by (Coronation Terrace). 

 
 
 
 
Cranworth - Swathing 
 
Location Centrally located in the village street at the junction with 

Swathing. 
Population 415 
Calls Made 17 
Type  K6, cashless 
Parish Council Object to removal 
Local Factors Swathing itself is an area of social housing. The parish 

council point out that mobile phone coverage is patchy 
and the red phone box is a local village landmark. 



 
 
 
Dereham – Moorgate Road  
 
Location In Moorgate Road, near the junction with South Green 
Population 15610 
Calls Made 331 
Type Modern, coin 
Town Council Object to removal 
Local Factors The facility is located at the end of the Moorgate estate, 

which contains social housing. It is sited off a busy town 
route off Shipdham Road to the town centre with plenty of 
passing trade. Mobile phone reception should be sound. 
There has been much recent residential construction in 
the South Green area, mostly of private ownership, to 
replace the former industrial premises. 

 
 
 
Dereham – Shipdham Road 
 
Location On Shipdham Road (A1075), adjacent to the Budgens 

shop 
Population 15610 
Calls Made 1353 
Type Modern, coin  
Town Council Object to removal 
Local Factors There is plenty of passing trade as Shipdham Road is a 

busy route, with parking at the adjacent Budgens store. 
Call usage volumes are high. Local schools are situated 
nearby and there is significant footfall at drop off/pick up 
times. Social housing at the Boyd Road estate is near by. 

 
 
 
Little Cressingham – Watton Road  
 
Location Sited just off the main B1108 road to Watton 
Population 175 
Calls Made 37 
Type K6, Cashless 
Parish Council Object to removal 
Local Factors Little Cressingham and Threxton parish combined 

contains only about 60 houses in all, split into three 
distinguishable areas. This is the only pay phone in the 
parish and the parish council feel that having 37 calls in 
one year is a “significant usage relative to the number of 
houses in the parish”. There is sporadic and patchy 
mobile phone reception in the area. The box is not in a 
vulnerable area and is a non cash facility. 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Little Fransham – Main Road 
 
Location On A47 Norwich – Lynn road 
Population 430 
Calls Made 2 
Type Modern, cashless 
Parish Council Object to removal 
Local Factors This is the only pay phone in the village. The box was out 

of service for a considerable period of many months in 
the last year due to vandalism/damage caused by a 
vehicle. It is on a main road but suffers from anti social 
behaviour (theft). Plenty of passing trade but persistent 
vandalism 

 
. 
 
Hardingham – High Common 
 
Location Off the main B1135 Dereham to Wymondham road 
Population 265 
Calls Made 17 
Type Cashless  
Parish Council Object to removal 
Local Factors Hardingham is a parish with a very scattered and sparse 

population. The box is sited near Low Road with no 
defined social housing 

 
 
 
Hockering – The Street 
 
Location Centrally located near the post office and pub 
Population 665 
Calls Made 6 
Type Modern, Cashless 
Parish Council Objects to removal 
Local Factors Card only is a factor limiting the number of calls made 

according to the parish council. It was formerly signed off 
the A47 and used by lorry drivers etc. The box was “non 
functional for several months”, says the parish council. 
The village is served by the frequent First Eastern 
Counties X1 service from Peterborough to Norwich with 
the stop nearby. There is social housing located nearby. 

 



 
 
Holme Hale – Cook Road 
 
Location Centrally located on the main road through the village 
Population 445 
Calls Made 141 
Type Modern, Cashless 
Parish Council Objects to removal 
Local Factors It is situated near retirement accommodation and if both it 

and Browns Lane were removed it would mean there was 
no public pay phone provision in the village. The phone is 
card only which the parish council considers that so 
converting it was led to a drop in the number of calls 
made. 

 
 
 
 
Mundford – West Tofts Road 
 
Location Isolated location out of village centre on West Tofts Road 
Population 1665 
Calls Made 340 
Type Coin 
Parish Council Agree to removal 
Local Factors Exceptionally high usage for such a rural location. This is 

due to predominant use by military personnel based at 
the camp nearby. The Army have asked for this box to be 
retained. They also point out that the mobile phone signal 
is also very poor 

 
 
 
 
Mundford – Swaffham Road 
 
Location On main A1065 Swaffham – Brandon road, near to 

village centre 
Population 1665 
Calls Made 321 
Type Coin 
Parish Council Agree to removal 
Local Factors High volumes of through traffic, also from the adjacent 

A134 road. Whilst the parish council have no objection to 
removal the Army state that many military personnel use 
this site, hence the significant volume of calls. They ask 
for it to be retained. 

 
 
 



 
Narborough – Eastfields 
 
Location Fairly centrally located, just off the old A47 
Population 1130 
Calls Made 97 
Type Cashless 
Parish Council Object to removal 
Local Factors Significant local population nearby and post office is also 

close by. Kiosk hit and damaged by a vehicle recently. 
Parish Council point out that it is the last public phone 
facility in the village and it is situated near old peoples 
accommodation. 

 
  
 
Sparham – The Street   
 
Location Situated in the village centre, in The Street 
Population 320 
Calls Made 0 
Type K6, cashless 
Parish Council Objects to removal 
Local Factors The parish council report that the phone was out of order 

between August 2006 and March 2007 whereupon it was 
converted to card use only. However debit cards can’t be 
used and there is no outlet locally in which phone cards 
can be purchased.  The Parish Council wish to see the 
facility retained and upgraded to accept debit cards. This 
is the only public pay phone in Sparham. 

 
 
 
Thetford – Anne Bartholomew Road 
 
Location On the “Lady’s Estate” in the north of the town 
Population 21805 
Calls Made 2635 
Type Modern, coin 
Parish Council Objects to removal 
Local Factors This is a well used box as the usage figures demonstrate. 

It is located in a built-up area in Thetford, situated close 
to Rosemary Musker School. It surely generates a profit 
but there may be issues over high costs related to 
vandalism or other anti social behaviour. 

 
 
 
 
 
 



 
Thetford – Glebe Close 
 
Location Situated in a built-up area off Norwich Road 
Population 21805 
Calls Made 576 
Type Modern, coin 
Parish Council Objects to removal 
Local Factors This is also a well used kiosk which is almost certainly 

generating a profit for BT. However, as above, there may 
be an impact through anti social behaviour  

 
Watton – Norwich Road 
 
Location Located on the busy Watton – Norwich (B1108) road, 

opposite Aerolite garage 
Population 6590 
Calls Made 330 
Type Modern, cashless 
Town Council Agree to removal 
Local Factors This kiosk is on a main road with plenty of passing traffic. 

Usage is correspondingly reasonable, though evidence of 
vandalism. There is much new residential construction in 
the locality. 

 
Weeting – Hockwold Road  
 
Location Located in a residential area of the village, fairly central 
Population 1810 
Calls Made 381 
Type Coin 
Parish Council No response 
Local Factors Significant usage and situated not far off the main road 

through the village, and from Weeting Primary School 
 
Woodrising 
 
Location Located in an isolated area on a back road from the 

B1108 (Watton to Norwich) road to Cranworth and 
Shipdham 

Population 415 
Calls Made 1 
Type K6, cashless 
Parish Council Object to removal 
Local Factors Woodrising is a scattered hamlet containing very few 

homes. This red box is located in an isolated area on a 
back road with little passing trade, as indicated by the 
usage figures. The parish council point out that the box 
has no dialling tone and does not accept coins or cards 
and in addition it cannot take emergency calls. These are 
mitigating factors to explain the low usage. 












